AUSTRALIAN TESTIMONIALS
“Several team members have commented to me that the working environment is now cooler. There is no doubting the obvious difference
that the product has made. It is unlikely that we will install any other cooling measures to the warehouse now that we have painted
the roof with SOLACOAT.”
Cate Field - Property Services Officer, Supercheap Auto
“SOLACOAT was applied some 15 years ago to our building. In summer SOLACOAT is still keeping the temperature inside our
warehouse down to pleasant working conditions, and the important fact is we never loose any stock in summer. It is a marvelous
product and there is no sign of deterioration on the outer walls and roof”.
Mark Thompson - District Sales Manager N.T.
“Since the application no rust has occured. It has saved us many thousands of dollars to replace the roof. When SOLACOAT was applied
we noticed the coolness in the top floor immediately, and the air conditioning costs reduced”.
Trevor King - Director, Lord Byron Resort

GARLICK’S
Heating & Cooling

“The outside temperature had got to 38 degrees - we would be looking at 30 degrees plus inside the office. The office now hasnt been
above 23 degrees. The tenant has noted a reduction in the running cost of the air conditioning system”.
Lea Burrow - Manager, Garlick’s Heating and Cooling
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The good lighting people

“Any doubts about it efficiency were expelled the day our roof was painted. I could hardly believe a coat of paint would have a dramatic
effect on the temperature inside our building. Our cooling is now more efficient”.
Bob Male - B & B Discount Lighting

“When it was being coated, the roof temperature was 62 degrees on the uncoated part, with a temerature of 29 degrees on the
treated part”.
Terry Andrews - Managing Director, Advantage Group S.A.

“Rail painting was undertaken at various locations on the NSW Coast and the main Southern line. In metropolitan Sydney a commuter
passenger line 5km stretch was subject to 5 heat buckles in the summer of 2004/5. This reduced to zero the following summer,
following rail painting (SOLACOAT)”.
Peter Hanrahan - Pacific Edge P/L: Rail Painting for Queensland Rail.

Your Station

“The result was immediate and has reulted in noticeable lowering of our company’s power bill. In the 12 years since the treatment was
applied, the product has continued to perform well with no extra applications”.

Alice Springs

Roger Harris - Managing Director, Alice Springs Commercial Broadcasters P/L
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“At our Narrowmine plant, in summer it is not uncommon to experience ambient temeratures of 45 degrees. We have used your product
SOLACOAT on the roof and western wall and have found it to be very effective in reducing the temperature. It will definately help increase
the shelf life of our products stored by maintaining a cooler environment”.
Scott Magill - Plant Leader

